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ABSTRACT: Four new charge transfer salts based on tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)
or tetramethyltetraselenafulvalene (TMTSF) donors and transition metal
complexes [M(dcdmp)2] (dcdmp = 2,3-dicyano-5,6-dimercaptopyrazine),
TMTSF5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1), (TMTSF)2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2), and (TTF)7[M(dcdmp)2]6 (M = Au (3) and Cu (4)) were prepared by electrocrystallization.
These compounds are characterized by a rich variety of crystal structures with
unusual donor/acceptor stoichiometries. In spite of the uncommon structural
types observed, these salts can be highly conducting. Compound 1 crystallizes
with segregated TMTSF stacks, showing 1D metallic properties with a room
temperature conductivity of 134 S/cm. Compound 2 crystallizes in an out-ofregistry mixed column arrangement of donor dimers and acceptors. Compounds 3
and 4 appear in single crystal X-ray diﬀraction as isostructural and composed of
columns of TTF hexamers that are disrupted by a single TTF layer and
surrounded by [M(dcdmp)2]− monoanionic pairs, aligning perpendicularly to the hexamer stacks. However, measurements of
the electric transport properties in single crystals suggest the existence of two phases. While phase 2 has a semiconducting
behavior, phase 1 is clearly more conductive with copper complex 4 presenting a metal semiconductor transition around 210 K
and room temperature conductivity of ∼210 S/cm.

■

INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of metallic behavior in tetrathiafulvalene
(TTF)−tetracyano-p-quinodimethane (TCNQ)1 and superconductivity in (TMTSF)2PF62 (TMTSF = tetramethyltetraselenafulvalene), the ﬁrst examples of organic metals and
superconductors, respectively, these TTF and TMTSF
molecules have been widely explored as building blocks for
new molecular conductors, through their combination with a
large variety of anions and acceptor molecules.3−8 It is now
well established that high electrical conductivity and metallic
properties can be achieved by the regular arrangement with
extended networks in the solid state of partially oxidized donor
molecules with strong HOMO−HOMO interactions, leading
to partially ﬁlled electronic bands. This has been achieved in
many salts of these donors with diﬀerent monoanions,
presenting a donor to acceptor stoichiometry of 2:1. Although
not so frequently, other stoichiometries diﬀerent from 2:1 have
also been observed, but with a few exceptions, usually being
associated with less conducting properties due to the
nonuniformity of the intermolecular electronic interactions.3,7−10
In spite of the large number of anions that have been
combined with these donors, including several transition metal
© 2019 American Chemical Society

bisdithiolene complexes, those based on the 2,3-dicyano-5,6dimercaptopyrazine (dcdmp) ligand [M(dcdmp)2] (M = Au,
Cu, Pd, and Ni), have been less explored. Dithiolene ligands
with nitrogen as heteroatoms, such as in pyrazine moieties,
have been extensively used to explore their capability to
establish side interactions or coordinate other metals.11−14
Previous attempts to combine TTF or TMTSF with
[M(dcdmp)2] anions, were already described, however often
without a description of the crystal structures of the salts
obtained.15 For M = Au, highly conducting salts both with
TTF and TMTSF were obtained presenting room temperature
conductivities measured in single crystals of 100 and 13.4 S/
cm respectively, but no crystal structure information could be
obtained.15 Tomura et al. originally reported the preparation of
[M(dcdmp)2] complexes, with M = Pd and Ni and described
the structures of TTF salts with a 5:2 donor to acceptor
stoichiometry and a poor semiconducting behavior with room
temperature conductivities in the range σRT = 10−2−10−3 S/
cm.16 More recently, a semiconducting family of salts,
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Synthesis of TMTSF5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1). Crystals were obtained
by electrocrystallization at 30 °C, from an acetonitrile solution (20
mL) of (n-Bu4N)[Cu(III)(dcdmp)2] (2.3 × 10−3 M) and TMTSF
(9.0 × 10−4 M). The electrocrystallization cell was sealed under
nitrogen and after 18 days, using a current density of 1.0 μA.cm−2,
black, needle-shaped crystals were collected.
Synthesis of TMTSF2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2). Crystals were obtained
by electrocrystallization at 30 °C, from an 1,1,2-trichloroethane
solution (25 mL) of (n-Bu4N)2[Ni(II)(dcdmp)2] (9.0 × 10−4 M) and
TMTSF (1.6 × 10−3 M). The electrocrystallization cell was sealed
under nitrogen and after 25 days, applying a current density of 0.5
μA.cm−2, dark-brown, needle-shaped crystals were collected.
Synthesis of TTFm[Au(dcdmp)2]n (3). Crystals were obtained at
room temperature by electrocrystallization from an acetonitrile
solution (18 mL) of (n-Bu4N)[Au(III)(dcdmp)2](1.2 × 10−3 M)
and TTF (2.0 × 10−3 M). The electrocrystallization cell was sealed
under nitrogen and after 18 days, by applying a current density of 2
μA.cm−2, dark-brown crystals with a metallic shine and well-deﬁned
parallelepiped shape were collected.
Synthesis of TTFm[Cu(dcdmp)2]n (4). Crystals were obtained by
electrocrystallization at 30 °C, from a acetonitrile solution (20 mL) of
(n-Bu4N)[Cu(III)(dcdmp)2] (2.3 × 10−3 M) and TTF (1.3 × 10−3
M). The electrocrystallization cell was sealed under nitrogen and after
18 days, by applying a current density of 1.0 μA·cm−2, black needle
shaped crystals were collected.
X-ray Crystallography. X-ray diﬀraction studies were performed
with a Bruker APEX-II CCD detector diﬀractometer using graphite
monochromated MoKα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å), in the φ and ω
scans mode. A semiempirical absorption correction was carried out
using SADABS.21 Data collection, cell reﬁnement, and data reduction
were done with the SMART and SAINT programs.22 X-ray data for
the (TMTSF)2[Ni(dcdmp)2] compound was collected using
synchrotron radiation at Beamline ID11 (λ = 0.40660 Å, ESRF,

combining these type of anions with thiophenic-TTF donors,
has been reported with some exhibiting polymorphism.17
In this paper, we report results from further exploring TTF
and TMTSF salts with [M(dcdmp)2] complexes (M = Au, Cu,
and Ni), leading to novel crystal structures with unusual
stoichiometries and high electrical conductivities.
Scheme 1. Chemical Structures of Electron Donors TTF
and TMTSF and Metal Bisdithiolene Anion

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

General Methods. TMTSF and TTF were commercially
obtained and used without any further puriﬁcation. (n-Bu4N)[M(III)(dcdmp)2] (M = Au and Cu)18,19and (n-Bu4N)2[Ni(II)(dcdmp)2]16 were prepared following previously described procedures. Electrocrystallization was performed in H-shaped twocompartment cells separated by frit glass with Pt electrodes and
under galvanostatic conditions. All solvents were puriﬁed following
standard procedures20 and freshly distilled immediately before their
use.

Table 1. Crystal and Reﬁnement Data for TMTSF5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1), TMTSF2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2), TTF7[Au(dcdmp)2]6 (3),
and TTF7[Cu(dcdmp)2]6 (4)a
compound

TMTSF5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1)

TMTSF2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2)

TTF7[Au(dcdmp)2]6 (3)

TTF7[Cu(dcdmp)2]6 (4)

formula
molec mass
T (K)
λ (nm)
dimens (mm)
crystal color
crystal system
space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (deg)
β (deg)
γ (deg)
volume (Å3)
Z
ρcalc (g·cm−3)
h, k, l range
θmax (deg)
reﬂn collected
unique reﬂn
reﬂn > 2σ(I)
data/restraints/parameters
GOF on F2
R1
ωR2
largest diﬀ peak and hole (e·Å−3)

C49H30Cu2N16S8Se10
2016.05
296(2)
0.71073
0.50 × 0.05 × 0.02
black
triclinic
P1̅
12.4628(5)
15.0274(5)
18.5723(7)
111.581(2)
95.596(2)
102.480(3)
3041.7(11)
2
2.162
±15, −17/+18, −21/+19
25.68
32919
10301 [Rint = 0.0572]
4556
10301/6/776
0.908
0.0546
0.1201
0.841 and −0.662

C32H24NiN8S4Se8
1339.22
295(2)
0.40660
0. 08 × 0.03 × 0.01
dark green
monoclinic
P21/c
28.712(6)
13.498(3)
10.631(2)
90.00
90.69(3)
90.00
4119.7(14)
4
2.159
±32, ±15, ± 11
13.36
22469
5724 [Rint = 0.0819]
3336
5724/117/478
1.186
0.0879
0.1468
0.816 and −0.658

C57H14Au3N24S26
2459.38
150(2)
0.71073
0.20 × 0.03 × 0.02
brown
triclinic
P1̅
12.7916(9)
16.1384(11)
21.3088(16)
98.695(2)
106.708(2)
110.876(3)
3775.2(5)
2
2.164
−14/+15, −18/+19, ± 25
25.681
28429
13970 [Rint = 0.0917]
8326
13970/18/991
0.893
0.0539
0.0869
1.345 and −1.257

C57H14Cu3N24S26
2059.10
150(2)
0.71073
0.30 × 0.04 × 0.02
black
triclinic
P1̅
12.7105(6)
16.2090(8)
20.9179(9)
97.343(2)
104.853(2)
111.324(3)
3761.7(3)
2
1.818
−15/+12, −17/+19, ± 25
25.681
45507
13485 [Rint = 0.1935]
4036
13485/0/ 991
0.865
0.0890
0.1806
0.809 and −0.796

a

Crystallographic data for 1−4 were deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre with CCDC nos.1940745−1940748, respectively.
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Figure 1. ORTEP and atomic numbering schemes (top and side views) of TMTSF donor molecules A (a), B (b), and C (c) and acceptor
[Cu(dcdmp)2] molecules D (d) and E (e) in the crystal structure of (TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4(1), with thermal ellipsoids drawn at the 70%
probability level.
Grenoble, France) on a Enraf-Nonius CAD4- diﬀractometer in a ω-2θ
scan mode. Data collection, cell reﬁnement, and data reduction were
done with CAD4 software programs. The intensities were corrected
for Lorentz, polarization, and absorption eﬀects by empirical
corrections based on psi-scans using the Enraf-Nonius reduction
program, MoIEN.23 The structures were solved by direct methods
using SIR9724 and reﬁned by fullmatrix least-squares methods using
the program SHELXL9725 using the winGX software package.26 Nonhydrogen atoms were reﬁned with anisotropic thermal parameters,
whereas H-atoms were placed in idealized positions and allowed to
reﬁne riding on the parent C atom. Molecular graphics were prepared
using Mercury.27
Intermolecular Energy Interactions Calculations. The interaction energies were calculated with freeware PrimeColor Software,
CAESAR.28 The program employs the extended Hückel method29−31
where the basis set consists of Slater type orbitals of double-ζ quality.
The exponents, contraction coeﬃcients, and atomic parameters were
taken from previous work.32
Electrical Transport Properties. Electrical conductivity and the
thermoelectric power measurements were made along the needle axis
of the crystals in the temperature range of 50−320 K, using a
measurement cell attached to the cold stage of a closed cycle helium
refrigerator. In the ﬁrst step, the thermopower was measured by using
a slow AC (ca. 10−2 Hz) technique,33 by attaching two θ = 25 μm
diameter 99.99% pure Au wires (Goodfellow), thermally anchored to
two quartz blocks, with Pt paint (Demetron 308A) to the extremities
of an elongated sample as in a previously described apparatus,34

controlled by a computer.35 The oscillating thermal gradient was kept
below 1 K and was measured with a diﬀerential Au-0.05 atom % Fe
versus chromel thermocouple of the same type. The absolute
thermoelectric power of the samples was obtained after correction
for the absolute thermopower of the Au leads, by using the data of
Huebener.36 In a second step, two additional contacts were placed to
achieve a four-in-line contact conﬁguration to perform electrical
resistivity measurements. In the case of more conducting samples, a
low-frequency AC method (77 Hz) was used, with a SRS model SR83
lock-in ampliﬁer and applying a 1−5 μA current; for more resistive
samples, a DC method was employed instead, using a Keithley 224
current source to apply through the sample both direct and reverse
DC currents, well below 0.1 μA, and Keithley 619 electrometer to
measure the corresponding voltage drop. Resistivity measurements
under high hydrostatic pressure single crystals of 3 (phase 1) were
performed in a NiCrAl clamped cell up to 2.7 GPa with silicone oil as
the pressure transmitting medium. The pressure at room temperature
was monitored with the resistance of a Manganin gauge located in the
pressure cell. The pressure cell was then cooled down in a helium
cryostat down to 4 K. The loss of pressure during cooling has been
neglected as the applied pressures 2 and 2.7 GPa are close to the
freezing pressure of the pressure medium at room temperature. The
sample resistance was measured in 4 points with the low-frequency
AC method applying a 10 μA current and using a lock-in ampliﬁer
EGG 5210 for detection.
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Figure 2. Crystal structure of (TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1): (a) view along c and (b) partial view of the stacks along the a axis.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrocrystallization combining the electron donor molecules
TMTSF and TTF with tetrabutylammonium salts of the
electron acceptor molecules [M(dcdmp)2]n− (n = 1 for M =
Au and Cu; n = 2 for M = Ni) resulted in four new charge
transfer salts: TMTSF5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1), TMTSF2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2), TTF7[Au(dcdmp)2]6 (3), and TTF7[Cu(dcdmp)2]6 (4). Quality single crystals, suitable for single
crystal X-ray diﬀraction studies and electrical transport
properties measurements, were obtained. Table 1 summarizes
the crystal and structural reﬁnement data for compounds 1−4.
(TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4) (1) crystallizes in the triclinic
system, space group P1̅ (Table 1). The asymmetric unit is
composed of three independent TMTSF molecules, two (A
and B) at general positions and one (C) at an inversion center,
and two [Cu(dcdmp)2]− units both at general positions (D
and E) (Tables S1 and S2). The donor molecules A and B
present a small boat type distortion, while molecule C is within
experimental error planar (Figure 1). The two acceptor
molecules D and E show a small chair-type distortion with
molecule D displaying a very small tetrahedral distortion of the
central coordination sulfur atoms (Figure 1). Each donor
molecule (A, B, and C) presents slightly diﬀerent bond lengths.
A bond length analysis using a comparison with well-known
TMTSF salts37−39 as shown in Tables S3 and S4 suggests that,
whereas molecule A is partially oxidized with a +0.5 charge,
molecules B and C are fully oxidized (Table S3). As for the
acceptor molecules D and E, although crystallographically
distinct, the bond length analysis is consistent in both cases
with the same monoanionic state, [Cu(dcdmp)2]− (Table S4).
The crystal structure of (TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1), as
shown in Figure 2, is composed of an herringbone arrangement
of segregated stacks of donors and acceptors molecules along c.
The angle of the molecular average planes between donor and
acceptor stacks is ∼56.1(1)°. The stacks are however far from
being regular. The donors are arranged with the repeat unit ···
A0.5+B+C+B+A0.5+···, and the molecules are slipped along their
major axis by about 1.5 Å with overlap modes depicted in
(Figure 3). The average mean interplanar distances are
3.543(5) Å, 3.742(5) Å, and 3.710(5) Å between molecules
A−A, A−B, and B−C, respectively. The good overlap of the
donors within the stacks and the short interplanar distances
indicate the existence of strong donor−donor intrastack π−π
interactions. Several short intrastack Se···Se (3.85−3.88 Å)

Figure 3. Partial view of the donors in the crystal structure of
(TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1): (a) side view of a donor stack, (b−d)
overlap modes of molecules A−A (b), A−B (c), and B−C (d).

contacts can be observed between molecules A−A and B−C,
comparable to those observed in molecular conductors
TMTSF-TCNQ (3.88 Å) and TMTSF-DMTCNQ (3.94 Å)
(Table S5).37 Between molecules A and B, the short contacts
are through a C−H···Se hydrogen bond (Table S5). In the
acceptor stacks, the anions are arranged with the repeat unit ···
D−E−E−D−···, and the molecules are slipped both along their
major and minor axis with overlap modes depicted in Figure 4.
The average mean interplanar distances between molecules
D−D, E−E, and D−E are 3.492(5) Å, 3.345(5) Å, and
3.222(5) Å, respectively, indicating the existence of strong π−π
interactions within the acceptor stacks. Donor and acceptor
molecules in neighboring stacks, along the a axis, are

Figure 4. Partial view of the anions in the crystal structure of
(TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1): (a) side view of an acceptor stack,
(b−c) overlap modes of units D−E and E−E (b) and D−D (c).
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connected by short Se···S and Se···N contacts, while along the
b axis the molecules are connected by C−H···N hydrogen
bonds (Table S5).
The [Cu(dcdmp)2] units are in a monoanionic state, and
therefore their stacks lead to ﬁlled bands with no contribution
to the electrical conductivity, which should occur via the stacks
of the partially oxidized donors. The electronic band structure
associated with the donor stacks was analyzed under the
extended Hückel approximation considering the HOMO−
HOMO intermolecular interactions between TMTSF molecules in the stacks. There are three types of intermolecular
TMTSF donor−donor interactions along the stacking axis: βI
between molecules A−A, βII between molecules A−B and βIII
between molecules B−C (Figure 3a). These interactions were
estimated as 611, 568, and 590 meV respectively for βI, βII, and
βIII. These are relatively large energy interactions of the same
magnitude, which in the face of negligible interstack
interactions predicts a relatively large wide band with strong
one-dimensional (1D) character as depicted in Figure 5. The

Figure 6. ORTEP and atomic numbering schemes (top and side
views) of (a) [Ni(dcdmp)2]2−, (b) TMTSF molecule A, and (c)
TMTSF molecule B in compound 2, with thermal ellipsoids at the
50% probability level.

Figure 5. Calculated electronic band structure of 1 (Γ = 0, 0, 0; Z = 0,
0, 1/2*). The Fermi level, EF, is depicted as a dashed line.

HOMO of the ﬁve molecules in the unit cell leads to ﬁve bands
separated by relatively small gaps as expected from identical
values of βI−III. Considering the average donor oxidation state
(TMTSF)4/5+, the Fermi level in the donor bands (dashed line
in Figure 5) lies at a very small gap, and therefore quasimetallic 1D properties are expected.
The small dimensions of TMTSF2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2) crystals
(0.08 × 0.03 × 0.01 mm3) precluded single crystal X-ray
diﬀraction using diﬀractometers with conventional source
(ﬁne-focus sealed tube), and its crystal structure could only be
obtained by using synchrotron radiation at ID11 at ESRF
(2001). Compound 2 crystallizes in the monoclinic system,
space group P21/c (Table 1). The unit cell contains one
independent [Ni(dcdmp)2]2− complex and two independent
TMTSF molecules (Table S6). While the Ni complex presents
a slight chair type distortion, the TMTSF molecules present a
slight boat type distortion due to a small deviation from the
molecular plane of the terminal methyl groups (Figure 6). The
average Ni−S bond length found in the acceptor (2.18(1) Å)
clearly indicates that the complex is in a dianionic state (Table
S7). The two crystallographic distinct donor molecules (A and
B) present slightly diﬀerent bond lengths, which are however
within experimental uncertainty identical, and a clear

attribution of the charge to each molecule could not be
precise; nevertheless, this compound can be formulated as
TMTSF+2[Ni(dcdmp)2]2− (Table S8).
The crystal structure of TMTSF2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2) is
composed of mixed columns of face to face donor dimers
and acceptors, ···(DD)2+A2−(DD)2+A2−···, along the c axis
(Figure 7) in a pattern similar that of related BETTTF2[Cu(dcdmp)2].17 The donor dimers and the acceptor
anionic molecules are positioned with an angle between
average planes of 70.8(2)°. The molecules in the dimer present
quite short Se···Se contacts (3.52−3.66 Å) (Table S9). Along
the column the acceptor is connected to both TMTSF
molecules in the dimers by short S···Se contacts. Along b, these
columns are arranged out-of-registry and present S···Se short
contacts, between donor and acceptor molecules, in a bidimensional network along the b,c plane. Along a axis, the only
existent intermolecular contacts are C−H···N hydrogen bonds,
involving a nitrogen atom of the acceptors cyanonitrile group
and a hydrogen atom of the donors terminal methyl group
(Table S9). Apart from the strong dimer interactions, all other
interactions are among diﬀerent species. This structure can
also be described as being composed of TMTSF dimers
surrounded by acceptors molecules.
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Figure 7. Crystal structure of (a) (TMTSF)2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2) along the c axis. (b) Partial view of the packing in the b,c plane with the alternating
anions and TMTSF dimers.

Figure 8. Crystal structure of (TTF)7[M(dcdmp)2]6 (M = Au (3) and Cu (4)): (a) view along b and (b) partial view of a layer with isolated piles
of TTF donor surrounded by [M(dcdmp)2]− pairs.

modes shown in Figure 9, where relative to the A−B units,
molecule C is shifted along their long molecular axis. The

(TTF)7[Au(dcdmp)2]6 (3) and (TTF)7[Cu(dcdmp)2]6 (4)
were found to be isostructural, in spite of lower diﬀracting
quality of the Cu salt, crystallizing in the triclinic system, space
group P1̅ (Table 1). The asymmetric unit is composed of four
TTF donor molecules, molecules A, B, and C at general
positions and molecule D at an inversion center, and three
[M(dcdmp)2] units (molecules E, F, and G) at general
positions (Tables S10 and S11). TTF molecules A and B of
compound 3 present a slight torsion angle on the central CC
bond, while C has a small type boat distortion and D is planar
within experimental error (Figure S1). The [Au(dcdmp)2]
molecules F and G have a small chair-type distortion, whereas
E appears to be essentially planar, within experimental error. In
compound 4 with lower quality structural reﬁnement, the
molecular distortions are identical (Figure S2). The ionic
charge of these molecules could be estimated through a bond
length analysis, which in these cases conﬁrmed the
monoanionic state of [Cu(dcdmp)2] and [Au(dcdmp)2],
implying a total charge of +6 for the seven TTF molecules
in the unit cell. Although the donor bond lengths clearly
denote diﬀerent degrees of oxidation, due to the lack of higher
resolution, especially for the Cu complex, a clear attribution of
a charge to each TTF molecule could not be unequivocally
attributed (Tables S12 and S13).
The crystal structure of 3 and 4 is represented in Figure 8.
These structures are composed of blocks of piled up TTF
hexamers, ABCCBA which, in the a,c plane, are surrounded by
six pairs of parallel [M(dcdmp)2]− anions. Along c the blocks
are interconnected by TTF molecule D. Within the TTF
hexamers, the molecules are essentially parallel with overlap

Figure 9. (TTF)7[M(dcdmp)2]6 (M = Au (3) and Cu (4)) overlap
modes of (a) TTF units A (orange), B (pink), and C (yellow) and
[M(dcdmp)2] units (b).

mean intra-hexamer interplanar distances are between 3.37(2)
and 3.65(2) Å, which are in the range of relatively short π−π
interaction (3.3−3.8 Å).40 Also, within the TTF hexamer
stacks, the molecules are connected to each other by short S···S
contacts (between A−B, B−C, and C−C). A network of short
S···S and S···N contacts and hydrogen bonds connects the
acceptor molecules (E, F, and G) to the TTF hexamers
(Tables S14 and S15). The pairs of anions are connected by
short S···S contacts. This network of short contacts is more
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Figure 10. Crystal structure (TTF)7[M(dcdmp)2]6 (M = Au (3) and Cu (4)): (a, b) schematic representation of diﬀerent TTF molecules and (c)
[M(dcdmp)2] units in the crystal packing.

Table 2. Intermolecular Energy Interactions βI−βVII (meV) between Donor Molecules Represented in Figure 10, in the Crystal
Structure of (TTF)7[M(dcdmp)2]6 (M = Au (3) and Cu (4)), Estimated by the Extended Hückel Calculations Using a Doubleζ Approximation
β (meV)
CT salts

βI

βII

βIII

βIV

βV

βVI

βVII

TTF7[Au(dcdmp)2]6 (3)
TTF7[Cu(dcdmp)2]6 (4)

−905
−918.8

−477.8
−541.6

−1223
−1124.3

185
−146.2

−4.2
−40.3

23.8
−17.6

−9.6
−13.7

the compounds 3 and 4 (that are expected to be less
conductive than 1, but possibly more conductive than 2). The
results of the electrical resistivity, ρ, and thermoelectric power,
S, measurements as a function of temperature in single crystals
of compounds 1, 3, and 4 are shown in Figure 11 and Table 3.
(TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1) presents a rather high electrical
conductivity ∼134 S/cm at room temperature, with a very
small temperature dependence at high temperatures down to
approximately 110 K, while thermopower is rather small (SRT =
−17 μV/K), suggesting an almost metallic (slightly activated)
regime as predicted by the band structure calculations
mentioned before. Below ∼110 K, there is a change of regime
toward a semiconducting behavior with larger activation
energy as seen both in the electrical resistivity and thermopower. This change of regime becomes more evident in the
plot of the logarithmic derivative d(In σ) /d(1000/T) (Figure
12a) presenting a sharp maximum at 110 K indicative of a
structural transition associated with the increasing of a gap at
the Fermi level. In view of the strong 1D character, this gap
increase is possibly induced by a Peierls instability. This
behavior is comparable to that previously reported for the
analogous Au compound TMTSFm[Au(dcdmp)2]n15 with a
smaller electrical conductivity, and for which a crystal structure
could not be solved. It is worth mentioning that compound 1
has a structure reminiscent to that of TTF-TCNQ, with
segregated donor and acceptor stacks, however with nonuniform stacking of the molecules in 1 the conductivity only
occurring through the donor stacks. There are however
signiﬁcant diﬀerences from TTF-TCNQ that should be taken
into account. First, the charge transfer between donors and
acceptor stacks is commensurate, 4/5 (four electrons for each
ﬁve donors), as dictated by the stoichiometry, while in TTFTCNQ it is ca. 0.59. As a consequence of the monoanionic
state of the acceptors in 1, their stacks lead to a completely
ﬁlled band therefore without any contribution to the electrical
conductivity, at variance with TTF-TCNQ where both donor

signiﬁcant in the case of 4, where Au···S interactions are also
observed (Tables S14 and S15).
The magnitude of the intermolecular interactions between
TTF donor units in 3 and 4 were estimated by calculations
based on the extended Hückel approximation using a double-ξ
basis. In these structures, there are seven types of
intermolecular TTF donor−donor interactions, three along
the TTF hexamer columns (βI−βIII) and four between the
TTF molecules A of diﬀerent hexamer columns and also with
molecule D (βIV−βVII) (Figure 10a−b). Table 2 shows that
both gold and copper compounds present similar intermolecular interaction energies, except for βV that becomes
negligible in the gold compound. The highest intermolecular
interaction is found between molecules A−B (βIII), followed by
the interaction between molecules C−C (βI), which is
probably due to the larger interplanar distance. Despite the
uncertainty on the absolute values obtained by the calculations
under this approach, the results provide a fair indication of
their relative magnitude. The interactions between diﬀerent
hexamers are quite small when compared to the ones in the
hexamer.
Compound 2 presents a structure with isolated donor
dimers and therefore it is expected to be an insulator. Indeed,
the measurements in single crystals reveal an insulating
behavior with values of ∼6 × 10−4 S/cm. This situation
contrasts clearly with the case of compound 1, where the
extended network of partially oxidized donor molecules
suggests a priori a good candidate to exhibit high electrical
conductivity. In compounds 3 and 4, the case is quite diverse
as the network of partially oxidized donors seems to be
essentially conﬁned to the hexamers of TTF donors, and the
existence of extended interactions between the donors would
have to involve one TTF donor that appears to be relatively
isolated in the crystal structure, displaying only rather weak
interactions to the other donors. Nevertheless, it appears
worthwhile to investigate the electrical transport properties of
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Figure 12. (a) Logarithmic derivative of electrical conductivity d(In
σ)/d(1000/T) versus temperature for (TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1)
showing a maximum at 110 K. (b) Logarithmic derivative of electrical
resistivity d(In ρ)/d(1/T) versus temperature for phase 1 and 2 of
(TTF)m[Cu(dcdmp)2]n (4).

Figure 11. Temperature-dependent electrical resistivity (a) and
thermoelectric power (b) of single crystals of (TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1) and (TTF)7[M(dcdmp)2]6 (M = Au (3) and Cu
(4)).

the less conducting phase (phase 2). In copper composition 4,
we observed the less conducting phase 2 (σRT = 7.7 × 10−3 S/
cm) following a semiconducting behavior, and a higher
conducting phase 1 (σRT = 214 S/cm) with a transition
around 240 K (Figure 11a), as denoted by the sharp maximum
in the logarithmic derivative d(In ρ)/d(1/T) (Figure 12b).
This change of regime is also observed in the thermopower
measurements, with small and almost temperature-independent values at higher temperatures until 240 K followed upon
cooling by an increase of thermopower in a typical semiconducting behavior (Figure 11b). In the gold salt (3), a poor
semiconducting behavior with a room temperature conductivity of 9 × 10−5 S/cm was observed in the so-called phase 2.
This is at variance with that previously reported for
(TTF)m[Au(dcdmp)2]n, which presented a diﬀerent unit cell
of an unsolved structure and a more conducting behavior (σRT
= 100 S/cm) (phase 1), therefore attributed to phase 1.15
The high electrical conductivity observed in phase 1 of
(TTF)m[Au(dcdmp)2]n motivated us to perform resistivity
measurements under pressure (Figure 13) aiming at stabilizing
a metallic state. Despite a signiﬁcant and linear increase of the
electrical conductivity with pressure at room temperature
(usually indicative of a conducting regime in molecular
materials), the temperature dependences of the resistivity,
under 2 and 2.7 GPa applied pressures, still show a progressive
localization. The thermal activation energy which can be
determined below 200 K decreases with pressure from around
880 K (76 meV) at ambient pressure down to 375 K (32 meV)
under 2.7 GPa (Figure 13). The room temperature thermopower of (TTF)m[Au(dcdmp)2]n (3 phase 1) is nearly zero.
When cooling down, it slowly decreases to negative values

Table 3. Room-Temperature Electrical Conductivity (σRT)
and Thermopower (SRT) of Charge Transfer Salts 1−4 and
Related Compounds in Single Crystals
CT salts

σRT (S/cm)

(TMTSF)m[Au(dcdmp)2]n15
(TMTSF)5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1)
(TMTSF)2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2)
(TTF)7[Au(dcdmp)2]6 Phase 2 (3)
(TTF)m[Au(dcdmp)2]n Phase 1 (3)15
(TTF)7[Cu(dcdmp)2]6 Phase 2 (4)
(TTF)m[Cu(dcdmp)2]n Phase 1 (4)

13.4
134
6 × 10−4
9 × 10−5
100
7.7 × 10−3
214

SRT (μV/K)
−38
−17

0.6
90
6

and acceptor bands have a contribution. Finally, in compound
1, the stacking of the molecules is not uniform, with the
conducting donor stacks having a repeat of ﬁve molecules,
therefore creating a small gap at the Fermi level.
In the electric transport properties of salts (TTF)7[M(dcdmp)2]6 (M = Au (3) and Cu (4)), two diﬀerent behaviors
were observed, suggesting the existence of polymorphs or
diﬀerent stoichiometries (Figure 11). Evidence of diﬀerent
polymorphs was also observed in other previously reported
salts with [M(dcdmp)2] complexes (M = Au and Cu).17,41 We
have deﬁned the higher conducting behavior as phase 1 and
the less conducting one as phase 2. It should be mentioned
that the present data do not allow an unequivocal assignment
of the stoichiometry to the diﬀerent behaviors of the electrical
transport properties. However, the observed structure for
(TTF)7[M(dcdmp)2]6 (3 and 4), with a quite irregular
extension of electronic interactions, allowed us to assign it to
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Tables of bond lengths and short contacts and ﬁgures of
ORTEPs for compounds TMTSF5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1),
TMTSF2[Ni(dcdmp)2] (2), TTF7[Au(dcdmp)2]6 (3),
and TTF7[Cu(dcdmp)2]6 (4) (PDF)
Accession Codes

CCDC 1940745−1940748 contain the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained
free of charge via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif, or by
emailing data_request@ccdc.cam.ac.uk, or by contacting The
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road,
Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK; fax: +44 1223 336033.
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CONCLUSION
The combination of the electron donors TMTSF or TTF with
[M(dcdmp)2] anions (M = Au, Cu and Ni) led to new salts
with interesting electric transport properties. The crystal
structure analysis in compounds 1, 3, and 4 by single crystal
X-ray diﬀraction revealed unusual stoichiometries. In the TTFbased compounds, electrical transport measurements in single
crystals provide evidence of the existence of diﬀerent phases,
either polymorphism or diﬀerent stoichiometries. In TMTSF5[Cu(dcdmp)2]4 (1), the structure is composed of well
segregated donor and acceptor stacks. The TMTSF stacks
present large intermolecular interaction energies giving rise to
high electrical conductivity at room temperature (134 S/cm)
with quasi-metallic behavior and a transition to a semiconducting state at 110 K. This compound can be compared to
TTF-TCNQ considering that the contribution to the electrical
conductivity comes only from the slightly modulated nonuniform donor stacks. Electrocrystallization experiments from
TTF solutions in the presence of [M(dcdmp)2]− (M = Cu and
Au) anions provided crystals displaying two types of transport
properties, phase 1 with a relatively high electrical conductivity
and a phase 2 with semiconducting behavior. It was only
possible to determine the crystal structure of the two
isostructural compounds (TTF)7[M(dcdmp)2]6 (M = Au
(3) and Cu (4)), and the crystal packing, although inconsistent
with the behavior observed for phases 1, appears to be
consistent with the semiconducting behavior of phase 2.
Measurements with phase 1 (TTF)m[Cu(dcdmp)2]n crystals
revealed a metal−insulator transition to occur at around 210 K.
These results illustrate the rich variety of possible phases
resulting from the combination of these anions with TTF type
donors, with unusual structures and stoichiometries, associated
with diverse electronic properties, including high electrical
conductivity in spite of the structurally imposed modulation
eﬀects of the intermolecular electronic interactions.
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